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#StressAwareness
Reduce your stress levels with 25% off best selling sex tech
SHOP NOW
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ATOM
Experience a whole new world of intensity with the ATOM cock ring, the couples’ sex toy that’s pushing the boundaries of pleasure. Its large, powerful motor and ergonomic design deliver exceptionally deep vibrations during penetrative sex, leading to an enhanced climax for both.
Discover £ 49.95 | BUY NOW
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ATOM PLUS
Perfect when used solo or with a partner!

Take home the ATOM PLUS cock ring, the world’s first vibrating cock ring with dual integrated motors. Its innovative design delivers deep perineum stimulation as well as intense vibrations to the top of the shaft, leading to an incredible climactic experience.
Discover £ 69.95 | BUY NOW
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 PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL DRAGON EYE
A stunning, iridescent special edition of our best-selling toy for penis owners, PULSE DRAGON EYE is so sexy to look at, you'll get as much pleasure owning it as using it…well, almost.
Discover £ 89.95 | BUY NOW




25% Off
Code RELAX25

[image: pulse solo lux with remote control]
PULSE SOLO LUX
A step up from the ESSENTIAL, the PULSE SOLO LUX combines versatility with sheer power. Go hands-free with the clever wrist-strap remote, and push power to the limits when you unleash the LUX’s dedicated Turbo button!

Sit back and let the PulsePlate™ deliver a hands-free experience.
Discover £ 129.95 97.46249999999999 | BUY NOW
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PULSE SOLO INTERACTIVE
The INTERACTIVE version of our award winning penis toy can make you cum hands-free whilst you watch your favourite interactive content. Connect it to your smartphone App and you or your partner can control the sensations remotely. Alternatively connect directly to your partner’s interactive enabled device and direct their action straight from your toy.
Discover £ 149.95 | BUY NOW
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PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL
Introducing the PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL, our multi-AWARD WINNING sex toy for Penis owners. PULSE is designed to deliver earth shattering hands-free O’s using our patented Pulse Plate Technology™. 
Feel a sensation that you have never felt before. Dubbed the world’s first Guybrator™ PULSE uses oscillation, not vibration. PULSE can be used from flaccid or erect with no stroking necessary! Allowing you to kick back, relax and use your hands for other things (if you catch our drift). 
Alternatively, grab some lube and take your experience up a notch making PULSE a next-generation masturbator, feel the oscillation deep into the Frenulum and have an orgasm that’ll leave you begging for an encore. 

Discover £ 89.95 | OUT OF STOCK
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PleX with flex
Double motors for double the pleasure, putting you in control of endless combinations of intense Treble and rumbly Bass vibrations.

Thanks to its unique flexible base, PleX with flex is ergonomically designed to move with your body, providing superior comfort for all and enabling targeted prostate stimulation for those lucky enough to have one.

If this wasn’t enough, PleX also includes a versatile remote enabling you to seamlessly switch between settings without ever needing to touch the toy. 

Sit back and let the PleX with flex deliver an orgasmic hands-free experience.

Discover £ 89.95 67.4625 | BUY NOW
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JETT
If you’re looking for a hands-free orgasm, then JETT is the toy for you. This penis vibrator is the first of its kind to include our patented Treble and Bass Technology™, putting you in control of endless combinations of its intense Treble and rumbly Bass vibrations. This fully customisable Guybrator™ will have you begging for an encore in no time, especially if someone else is holding your remote control!
Discover £ 49.95 37.462500000000006 | BUY NOW
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KURVE
The mystery of the G-spot is solved!

KURVE features our patented dual-motor Treble and Bass technology™, offering the ultimate in user customisation. Boasting a soft gel tip that provides a broad surface area and ergonomic contours that ensure the right kind of pressure just where you want it. KURVE is a sex toy superhero on a mission to seek out your G-spot.
Discover £ 89.95 67.4625 | BUY NOW
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PleX with flex
Double motors for double the pleasure, putting you in control of endless combinations of intense Treble and rumbly Bass vibrations.

Thanks to its unique flexible base, PleX with flex is ergonomically designed to move with your body, providing superior comfort for all and enabling targeted prostate stimulation for those lucky enough to have one.

If this wasn’t enough, PleX also includes a versatile remote enabling you to seamlessly switch between settings without ever needing to touch the toy. 

Sit back and let the PleX with flex deliver an orgasmic hands-free experience.

Discover £ 89.95 67.4625 | BUY NOW
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AMO - Bullet Vibrator
It’s hard to believe that such a petite bullet vibrator can pack such a powerful punch. Enclosed in AMO’s premium-grade silicone casing lies a large and powerful motor that produces seriously deep and rumbly vibrations. Combined with strategically placed curves that enable you to switch between pinpoint and all-encompassing vibrations, you’ll be coming under fire in no time!
Discover £ 49.95 | BUY NOW
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DiGiT
Undeniably delightful, DiGiT is our most beautiful and ergonomic sex toy yet. This versatile finger vibrator will enhance the way you masturbate and take sex and foreplay to new levels. With its large rumbly motor and five power settings, DiGiT will turn your fingers into superheroes!
Discover £ 59.95 44.962500000000006 | BUY NOW
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Pulse Queen
Introducing the PULSE QUEEN, the world’s first wand with PuslePlate Technology™. Setting a new standard for wands everywhere, the PULSE QUEEN delivers high-amplitude oscillations that penetrate deep into your body. Whether you’re a newbie or a power queen, the PULSE QUEEN will have you accessing a whole new orgasm pallet you never knew existed.
Discover £ 99.95 | BUY NOW
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PULSE DUO
Take foreplay to the next level with PULSE DUO. 

Combining our patented PulsePlate technology™ with powerful remote-controlled vibrations, this couples’ sex toy can make you both cum hands-free. 

Its versatile design means it’s the perfect toy for every relationship.
Discover £ 119.95 | BUY NOW
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PULSE DUO LUX
A step up from PULSE DUO, PULSE DUO LUX combines versatility with sheer power. 

With two wearable remotes, enabling each partner to take complete control of their experience, this couples’ sex toy can make you both climax hands-free. 

Its clever design means it’s the perfect toy for every relationship.
Discover £ 169.95 | BUY NOW
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ATOM PLUS
Perfect when used solo or with a partner!

Take home the ATOM PLUS cock ring, the world’s first vibrating cock ring with dual integrated motors. Its innovative design delivers deep perineum stimulation as well as intense vibrations to the top of the shaft, leading to an incredible climactic experience.
Discover £ 69.95 | BUY NOW
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ATOM
Experience a whole new world of intensity with the ATOM cock ring, the couples’ sex toy that’s pushing the boundaries of pleasure. Its large, powerful motor and ergonomic design deliver exceptionally deep vibrations during penetrative sex, leading to an enhanced climax for both.
Discover £ 49.95 | BUY NOW
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KURVE
The mystery of the G-spot is solved!

KURVE features our patented dual-motor Treble and Bass technology™, offering the ultimate in user customisation. Boasting a soft gel tip that provides a broad surface area and ergonomic contours that ensure the right kind of pressure just where you want it. KURVE is a sex toy superhero on a mission to seek out your G-spot.
Discover £ 89.95 67.4625 | BUY NOW
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ATOM
Experience a whole new world of intensity with the ATOM cock ring, the couples’ sex toy that’s pushing the boundaries of pleasure. Its large, powerful motor and ergonomic design deliver exceptionally deep vibrations during penetrative sex, leading to an enhanced climax for both.
Discover £ 49.95 | BUY NOW
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AMO - Bullet Vibrator
It’s hard to believe that such a petite bullet vibrator can pack such a powerful punch. Enclosed in AMO’s premium-grade silicone casing lies a large and powerful motor that produces seriously deep and rumbly vibrations. Combined with strategically placed curves that enable you to switch between pinpoint and all-encompassing vibrations, you’ll be coming under fire in no time!
Discover £ 49.95 | BUY NOW
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PULSE DUO
Take foreplay to the next level with PULSE DUO. 

Combining our patented PulsePlate technology™ with powerful remote-controlled vibrations, this couples’ sex toy can make you both cum hands-free. 

Its versatile design means it’s the perfect toy for every relationship.
Discover £ 119.95 | BUY NOW




Available in Blue
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PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL
Introducing the PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL, our multi-AWARD WINNING sex toy for Penis owners. PULSE is designed to deliver earth shattering hands-free O’s using our patented Pulse Plate Technology™. 
Feel a sensation that you have never felt before. Dubbed the world’s first Guybrator™ PULSE uses oscillation, not vibration. PULSE can be used from flaccid or erect with no stroking necessary! Allowing you to kick back, relax and use your hands for other things (if you catch our drift). 
Alternatively, grab some lube and take your experience up a notch making PULSE a next-generation masturbator, feel the oscillation deep into the Frenulum and have an orgasm that’ll leave you begging for an encore. 

Discover £ 89.95 | OUT OF STOCK
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PULSE SOLO INTERACTIVE
The INTERACTIVE version of our award winning penis toy can make you cum hands-free whilst you watch your favourite interactive content. Connect it to your smartphone App and you or your partner can control the sensations remotely. Alternatively connect directly to your partner’s interactive enabled device and direct their action straight from your toy.
Discover £ 149.95 | BUY NOW
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ATOM PLUS
Perfect when used solo or with a partner!

Take home the ATOM PLUS cock ring, the world’s first vibrating cock ring with dual integrated motors. Its innovative design delivers deep perineum stimulation as well as intense vibrations to the top of the shaft, leading to an incredible climactic experience.
Discover £ 69.95 | BUY NOW
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JETT
If you’re looking for a hands-free orgasm, then JETT is the toy for you. This penis vibrator is the first of its kind to include our patented Treble and Bass Technology™, putting you in control of endless combinations of its intense Treble and rumbly Bass vibrations. This fully customisable Guybrator™ will have you begging for an encore in no time, especially if someone else is holding your remote control!
Discover £ 49.95 37.462500000000006 | BUY NOW
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PleX with flex
Double motors for double the pleasure, putting you in control of endless combinations of intense Treble and rumbly Bass vibrations.

Thanks to its unique flexible base, PleX with flex is ergonomically designed to move with your body, providing superior comfort for all and enabling targeted prostate stimulation for those lucky enough to have one.

If this wasn’t enough, PleX also includes a versatile remote enabling you to seamlessly switch between settings without ever needing to touch the toy. 

Sit back and let the PleX with flex deliver an orgasmic hands-free experience.

Discover £ 89.95 67.4625 | BUY NOW
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PULSE SOLO LUX
A step up from the ESSENTIAL, the PULSE SOLO LUX combines versatility with sheer power. Go hands-free with the clever wrist-strap remote, and push power to the limits when you unleash the LUX’s dedicated Turbo button!

Sit back and let the PulsePlate™ deliver a hands-free experience.
Discover £ 129.95 97.46249999999999 | BUY NOW
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Turn up the heat
Perfect for partners or solo explorers

This bundle features our best seller JETT and our dual-motored cock ring ATOM PLUS. Fly solo with JETT the fully customisable guybrator and let it deliver a mind-blowing hands-free orgasm, or add ATOM PLUS to the mix to take penetrative sex to the next level! Our dual-motored cock ring stimulates both partners simultaneously and will soon be making a regular appearance in the bedroom (or wherever takes your fancy!)
Discover £ 118.95 | BUY NOW
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Treat for Two
Perfect for partnered play!

Whether you are first time explorers or toy veterans this is the perfect bundle for a couple looking to maximise their pleasure. Let our award-winning Pulse Solo Essential bring you to orgasm, completely hands-free with no need for stroking. KURVE is a fully customisable experience that allows you to tailor your orgasm with our patented Treble and Bass technology™. Both of these products are waterproof so you can enjoy them in the bath, shower or even the hot tub.
Discover £ 152.95 | OUT OF STOCK
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Ultimate orgasm
High powered stimulation for the ultimate orgasm

Whether you are partners or going solo this is the ultimate orgasmic experience. Try our Treble & Bass pack!™ Featuring JETT our fully customisable guybrator that delivers mind-blowing hands-free orgasms, and PleX our fully customisable anal toy for intense prostate stimulation. If you are in search of an enhanced orgasm, look no further! 


Discover £ 118.95 | BUY NOW
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Do not disturb
The ultimate masturbation experience 

This is the ultimate masturbation experience, can you handle it? Try out our award-winning Pulse Solo Essential for a hands-free orgasm without stroking, then add in the PleX with Flex our remote controlled, hands-free anal toy for fully customised prostate stimulation. Take these toys anywhere with you, but make sure you leave the do not disturb sign on the door. 

Discover £ 152.95 | OUT OF STOCK
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5 Things From Netflix’s Sex Education We Wish They’d Taught Us At School
Netflix’s funny-but-touching teen comedy show Sex Education is causing quite a stir in the UK and beyond, and the team at HO is about to go into binge-watch mode.
READ MORE
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3 Unusual Mutual Masturbation Tips
May is Masturbation Month! Our favourite month of the year. It means not only are we gifted with spring sunshine (well, we are at HO HQ in London, at any rate) we’re also gifted with an excuse to talk about our favourite topic – wanking – for over four weeks! To celebrate we wanted to share with you some of our top mutual masturbation tips.
READ MORE
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77-Year-Old Man: Should I Marry A 30-Year-Old Woman?
I’m 77 and seeing a woman age 30. We are serious and thinking about marriage. But should I marry a 30-year-old woman? What are some things I need to consider?
READ MORE
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8 Cunnilingus Techniques Everyone Needs
The idea of going down on a woman for the first time, is enough to fill most of us with dread. There is an unspoken implication that, if you’re going to do it, you have to do it properly. You must drive her wild and her legs should absolutely be shaking like crazy, once you are done. Pressure indeed!
READ MORE
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7 Moves To Up Your Blowjob Game
If you’re dating a penis-owner, chances are, they want a blow job. But what if you don’t like performing oral sex or you just don’t know what to do? Here are field-tested tips for your inspiration and experimentation. Article by resident author, Queen P.
READ MORE
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